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Abstract 
This work investigates the relation between superconductivity and correlations. A simple calculation shows that the 
appropriate spin-charge correlation is the key role to any superconductivity, and this calculation is consistent with the 
analyses of unusual properties of superconductors. (Note: the Tc of this model is not given clearly in this work, but we 
have advanced this mechanism to a t-χ model which includes various superconductivities and magnetisms (please see 
arXiv:0707.3660 and following works).) 
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1. Introduction 
Since mother compounds of the cuprate superconductors are typical Mott insulators with antiferromagnetic order, the 
relation between magnetism and superconductivity has been noted in many works. Schrieffer et al. give their spin bag 
model in 1988[1]. Other theories concerning spins include spin polaronic theories [2,3,4] and antiferromagnetic spin 
fluctuation based mechanisms [5,6,7,8]. Although the coexistence between magnetism and superconductivity have also 
been investigated by other works [9,10], how spins contribute to superconductivity has been an open and important 
problem. In this work, by introducing spin operator and charge operator into the Hubbard model to calculate some 
correlation functions, we can find the roles of different correlations. It is shown that the appropriate spin-charge 
correlation is the key factor of the superconductivity; this explains why the materials appearing the larger magnetic 
susceptibility mχ  (but a lesser electronic susceptibility) usually show superconductivity, and why the high-temperature 
superconductivities occur at the region where the short-range antiferromagnetic order [11] exists in the cuprate 
superconductors.  
 
2. Calculation 
To consider the roles of strong correlations, we discuss the Hamiltonian 
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where +σlc creates as electron at site l ( lR
r≡ ) of spinσ  in the model, 'llt is the intersite hopping matrix element, U the 
effective on-site Coulomb interaction, and 'llV the long-range interaction, particularly, the nearest-neighbor interaction. 
We will find that U and 'llV  dominate short- and long-range correlations, respectively.  
To find the effects of spins and charges, we reduce the model in the form 
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The spin operator is lsˆ lzsˆ≡ , 1±=σ  represent spin up and spin down, and the relation between charge operator lρˆ  
and number operator lnˆ is lρˆ = 2/ˆln . It is found that the on-site interactions include the part of spin-spin interactions 
besides the charge-charge interactions. Hence spin character, and then some magnetism, is included in the Hubbard 
model. This can be understood, because the interaction ↓
+
↓↑
+
↑ llll cccc means that the spin of an electron is in the opposite 
direction of another one during the scattering process, hence the spin of electrons may be reversed in the scattering 
process. 
To discuss the possible antiferromagnetism, we divide the lattice into A-sublattice and B-sublattice, and write the 
model (2) as 
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Following Mahan [12], these Green’s functions are defined in 
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From the definition of the τ -ordered product, we derive the first derivative of the equations for the Green’s functions, 
such as 
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Therefore, to calculate these Green’s functions, we must derive more equations of other correlation functions, such 
as >< + )'(ˆ ' τρ σστ lll ccT . Moreover, because 
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to close the relations between these correlated functions, we approximate σρρ lll cˆˆ σρρ lll c>=< ˆˆ , and so forth. In the 
right side of the equation (5), 'AB ll ≠ ; if we consider the weak antiferromagnetic states, AlS = BlS− →0, we can 
approximate →− )','( ττσllGBA )','( ττσ −llGAA  for 'll ≠ in the right side of equation (5). After exact calculations, 
we obtain 
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In these expressions, we denote kk
r≡ , >≡< ll ss ˆ , and >≡< ll ρρ ˆ . lS and lρ represent spin and charge at each site 
respectively. In our calculation we have noted kE = kE , kV = kV , and ρρ ss PP = . The cell number N has been taken as 
N =1, otherwise we should take ∑
k
→ ∑
kN
1
in calculations. In addition, to consider the chemical potential of 
electron systems, we should take kε → kε μ− in our discussion. If we take the transition A→ B , we will obtain the 
equations of functions BBG  and
+
BBF . It is found that ),( nBB ikG ωσ = ),( nAA ikG ωσ , 
and ),( nBB ikF ωσ+ = ),( nAA ikF ωσ+ for AlS = BlS− . The effects of both charge-charge correlations and spin-spin 
correlations are described by AP , the effects of spin-charge correlations by BS . In contrast with the charge-charge 
correlations and the spin-spin correlations, the expressions (6) and (7) show that the effects of spin-charge correlations 
depend on the direction of spins. The effects of zero-range correlations are determined by U the on-site interaction, 
while the effects of long-range correlations are affected by 'llV the long-range interaction. 
Consider the case )( σkVAΔ →0 for T → pairT , we get 
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If we take 1' VVll = and 1' ttll = for the nearest-neighbor approximation, we get 
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Where μ is the chemical potential of the electron systems. We can write )( σkIt+Δ of the identity (11) as 
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When )( σkVA+Δ ≠0, the substitution of (12) into (11) leads to 
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The critical pairing temperature is determined by the expression (13).  
 
3. Analyses and results  
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The antiferromagnetic states can be found in these expressions. The Green’s functions (8) give the electron number 
distributions with spin ↑ and ↓ in the forms 
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We get )(kSA = )(knA↑ 0)( >− ↓ knA , for 0>AlS  and the large AP . The electrons of spin up in A-lattice have 
probability to occupy the states of spin down in the weak magnetic states. In the same way, take the translation BA→ , 
we get )(knB↑ 0)( <− ↓ knB  for 0<BlS and AlS = BlS− .The antiferromagnetic states are discovered in the Hubbard 
model. By the way, 
Al
S ≠0 require the spin-charge correlation AS ≠0, but AS ≠0 do not mean AlS ≠0 (for fully filled 
bands). That is to say, the spin-charge correlation does not require appearing macroscopic magnetisms, in this case, the 
correlation means having short-range magnetic correlations. It is emphasized that the antiferromagnetism usually 
increases with the possible increasing of AS . 
  The superconducting states is also shown when the spin-charge correlation exists in the model. In addition, the states 
below and around Fermi surface also contribute to the pairing.  
If AP is very small, AS must be very small, all of the bands
)(i
kE σ are overlap. The overlap states do not contribute to the 
superconductivity; this is because the overlap states do not contribute to the pairing functions on the basis of the equation 
(11). In another words, we find )()( )()( ikF
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can not allow superconductivity. 
 If AP is enough large but AS =0, superconductivity can not occur due to the overlaps between the bands
)(i
kσξ . If AS is 
enough large, the superconductivity may appear, it is easy to find there are the solutions of the temperature pairT >0 in 
(13).  Particularly, because )()'( )('
4
,
)( i
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A nkB σξσ∑ decreases with the increased temperature or the decreased AS , the 
critical pairing temperature or the cT  increase with the increased AS . For example, this can be easily seen if 'llV =0. 
It is shown that both superconductivity and antiferromagnetism can be included in the Hubbard model, therefore, the 
coexistence between the superconductivity and the weak antiferromagnetism is possible when the temperature is enough 
low. However, an exception is that the antiferromagnetism is increased with the decreasing temperature, the 
antiferromagnetism may exclude superconductivity.  
 
4. Discussion 
Our discussion can be extended to other problems. Firstly, the strong correlations have three kinds: the strong 
spin-spin correlation, the strong spin-charge correlation, and the strong charge-charge correlation, while the appropriate 
spin-charge correlation is a key role. As discussed above, both the antiferromagnetism and the superconductivity increase 
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with the increased AS . However, a weak antiferromagnetism is only considered in this work. In addition, xS and yS  
have not been considered in this work, hence it does not mean that the spin-charge correlation play the same role in 
magnetism and superconductivity. The strong spin-charge correlation can be divided into the short-range correlation and 
the long-range correlation. The former is dominated by the spin-spin correlation, while the latter is dominated by the 
charge-charge correlation. The short-range spin-charge correlation based superconductivity may be mediated by spin 
excitations, while the long-range spin-charge correlation based superconductivity may be mediated by charge excitations 
or phonons. We suggest that the underdoped cuprates are spin excitations and phonons mediated superconductors and the 
overdoped cuprates are charge excitations and phonons mediated superconductors for p-types of superconductors. These 
suggestions are consistent with their resistivity-temperature behaviors, and this has to be explained in other works. For 
example, spin correlation usually lead to ρ ~ pT −  similar behavior (‘localization of charges’), while charge correlation 
lead to the ρ ~ pT + behavior (‘excitations of charges’) in low temperatures. The spin excitations or the charge 
excitations should be from the nearly localized electrons. That is, there are two kinds of electron states in some materials; 
the nearly localized electrons provide the spin or charge excitations while the nearly free electrons provide the charge 
carriers. It seems to us that the appropriate spin-charge correlation is also necessary for the phonons mediated 
superconductivity. It is known that the materials such as Cu, Au, and Ag etc. do not show superconductivity. The BCS 
theory attributes the non-superconductivity to the extremely weak electron-phonon interaction, and hence the weak 
electron-phonon interaction leads to the little resistivity. We attribute the non-superconductivity to the extremely weak 
spin-charge correlation, and hence the weak correlation leads to the little resistivity. This is also understood because the 
weak spin-charge correlation means the weak scattering of charges by spins. The stronger spin-charge correlation is, the 
larger the resistivity is. In some aspects, our theory is similar to the BCS. For example, the BCS equations give correct 
but low cT  on a single energy band of normal metals. Our theory also gives the low cT  if our bands (9) form a band 
due to some overlap. In other aspects, our theory is different from the BCS. For example, the interactions kV may not be 
negative in Fermi surface, but the spin-charge correlation is required. The relations between the spin-charge correlation 
and the attractive force between electrons are next topics. Particularly, our theory can also explain the relation between 
magnetisms and superconductivity. For example, the features appearing the larger magnetic susceptibility mχ are 
beneficial to superconductivity as shown in experiments, for which the spin-charge correlation may be stronger. In 
addition, if the magnetic field could strengthen the spin-charge correlation, the magnetic field induced superconductivity 
[9 ] may occur, while this behavior could not be explained with BCS. 
Secondly, the spectral weight transfer [13] could be explained in this work. If AP is enough large, but AS =0, the state 
density around the Fermi surface is zero for the half-filled model. We can understand that the spin-charge correlation is 
increased with increased doping in cuprates, hence the states around the Fermi surface appear with doping as shown in 
(8). The “increased spin-charge correlation” is related to the increased charge-charge correlation. Thirdly, the 
gap-function is related to the )( σkVA+Δ , the s- and d-wave symmetry [14] can be found in (10) for an anisotropic model. 
However, )( σkVA+Δ is the anisotropic s-wave symmetry if the nearest-neighbor approximation is taken as ttll =' . 
Fourthly, the unusual isotope effects (on cT ) in optimally doped cuprates can be understood [15], because the strong 
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correlation may dominate the superconductivity in this region. As discussed above, a higher cT is due to the higher AS . 
Fifthly, the T-linear resistivity of cuprate superconductors may be due to the charge excitations [16], this is because the 
higher AS may be dominated by the charge-charge correlation, and the charge correlation can lead to the charge 
excitations. In addition, if weak antiferromagnetism exists, with the expression (13) we find )( ↑+ kFAA > )( ↓+ kFAA and 
)( ↓+ kFBB > )( ↑+ kFBB  in the amounts of these functions, this is because these electrons in A-lattice have a larger 
probability to be spin up, while these electrons in B-lattice have a larger probability to be spin down.  
 
  In summary, the superconducting critical temperature increases with the strengthened spin-charge correlation, and 
many properties of materials are related to the spin-charge correlation.  
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